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Re: General Maintenance - Law Primary School

I refer to your lettei dated 12\ovember whiCh I receivecl Via email on 14ft January 2105, in which you
outlined several areas of maintenance within the school which are of concern to the Parent Council.

Responsibly for the upkeep, maintenance of the building and any planned work lies out with my remit
as Head of Education and within that of my colleagues in Engineering, Building Standards and Property
Projects. I asked my colleagues to look into the specific issues that you raised in order thatlmay
respond to the issues that you have raised.

Prior to addressing your specific concerns I thought it would be helpful to put into context the work that
has been carried out to the School within the last 5 years.

. Major roofing works have been undertaken to three areas of the School (including improving the
insulation, undertaking structural roofing works and replacing rooflights).

o A rewire was undertaken to the Infant Area (which included new suspended ceilings, power,
lighting etc).

o { significant window replacement programme has been undertaken to the School (with the
exception of one elevation, as it was originally thought this would be connected to the New
Extension therefore these windows where exempt).

. Replacements of external final exit doors and screens have been undertaken.
o Asbestos works have been undertaken to areas within the School.
r Decoration and carpet replacement has been undertaken to certain areas within the School.

The above works have been undertaken to address some of the issues to the School, but it is important
to bare in mind that colleagues have been restricted as to what upgrading/maintenance works they have
been able to undertake due to the imminent refurbishment/extension project in the school.

I will now address the specific points that you have raised.

1. Carpet & Flooring

I understand that there there are two main areas where the carpets are in fairly poor condition. The
reason why the carpets have not been replaced to the Upper Area is that this area will be significantly
reconfigured as part of the Extension works and therefore it is sensible to exclude this area at this stage.
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I am informed that the other area where the carpets are in poor condition is the Primary 4 Area. The
original reason the carpets in this area were was due to the fact that this area was going to be
demolished as part of the new extension. This is no longer the case; however, as the School now wish to
enclose these Classrooms with screens/doors and again it would be prudent to include any carpet
replacement as palt of these alteration works.

It is also important to note, that some of the existing floor tiles would require to be lifted under strictly
controlled conditions due to the asbestos content of the adhesive. Hence any carpet replacement will
need to be carefully programmed to facilitate this.

2. Hall Windows

It has been acknowledged that there is a significant amount of remedial works that are required to the
high level windows in the Main Hall. Because of the high levels involved a scaffold will be required to
undertake this work, at a time when the school is vacant. The works have been programmed for the
February Break or Easter Break.

3. Water Services to Infant Area

ln relaJion to extending the rnains-wate+zupply+nd prevision ef-alrst+ratersupply to six+ink+I - -
understand that this is currently in the process of being procured and that the Maintenance Officer is
meeting the Asbestos Manager next week determine the proposed services route. It is hoped that his
work will be to undertake this work in the February break assuming there are no asbestos issues. In
addition, the feasibility of providing hot water to 3 sinks within the Primary 4 Classroom Areas will
also be considered.

You may find it helpful if I explain that the proposed refurbishment and extension (commencing in
April 2016) will address most of the issues that you have raised to the Existing School and it is thought
that this will include toilet upgrades, heating upgrade, rewiring, decoration, some carpet replacement,
further roofing works etc. As the School will be occupied throughout the duration of the project, any
works to the existing Primary School will be undertaken during the Summer Breaks of 2016 and2017.l
am advised that prior to this date, asbestos enabling works are programmed for Easter and Summer
Breaks of2015.

I appreciate that the timescale for some of these works/repairs may be longer that you anticipated, but I
hope that I have assured you that the appropriate plans and processes are in hand to facilitate the repairs
and works identified. Like you, I'd like the school in a good state of repair as soon as economically
possible.

Yours sincerely

I)arrin Nightingale
Head of Education


